OUTGOING CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

SECRET-

"SECURITY INFORMATION"

TO: CIA HISTORICAL REVIEW PROGRAM

FROM: OPC/OSO

CONFIRMATION: WHD (1-2)

RELEASE AS SANITIZED  30JAN 52

INFORMATION: IR (3-4), AD/OSO (5), OPS (6), STC (7), S/C (8-9-10)

1966  OUT 53394

Paraphrase Not Required. Handle as SECRET Correspondence per Pars. 51 (I) 50A AR-380-5

WASH 25136

TO: CITE: WASHFG

1. UNCONFIRMED REPORT CASTILLO ARMAS ON FARM LOCATED BOTH SIDES GUATEMALA-SALVADOR BORDER NEAR JUTIAPA.

2. TRY TO VERIFY WITHOUT ALERTING CASTILLO.

TOD: 0140Z 31 JAN 52
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